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ABSTRACT

Ceramide 1-Phosphate (C1P) is a sphingolipid metabolite which plays a large role in inflammation, cell survival and proliferation. C1P is known to have both pro- and anti-apoptotic roles in lung cancer cells, governed by ceramide kinase (CERK), upstream of precursor ceramide (Cer). Previous work reveals C1P serves as the liaison between sphingolipid and eicosanoid synthesis, by decreasing the dissociation rate of group IVA cytosolic PLA₂ (cPLA₂α) from the Golgi membrane, C1P directly activates this phospholipase for downstream eicosanoid synthesis and subsequent inflammatory response. CERK has been discovered to modulate eicosanoid synthesis, elucidating upstream enzymes may have similar regulation. It is unknown the specifics behind C1P anabolism and catabolism, such as which isoform of ceramide synthase (CerS) yields the primary chain length of Cer for C1P synthesis, and exploration of the elusive phosphatases responsible for converting C1P back to Cer. The total amount of C1P which derives from the de novo pathway is unknown.

In this study, we hypothesize that ceramide synthase-1 and lipid phosphate phosphatase 3 are the primary enzymes for C1P de novo anabolism and catabolism, respectively, and exploiting their regulation can modulate wound healing. Observing loss of acid sphingomyelinase (ASM) may uncover how much Cer derives from the de novo pathway, phosphorylated downstream to yield C1P, as well as exploiting this enzymes effects on eicosanoid synthesis. Although it is proposed CerS5 is the prevalent isoform in lung epithelia, preliminary data suggests loss of CerS1 reveals
widespread losses in eicosanoids, unveiling C18 Cer as the possible chain length preferred by CERK. There are three isoforms of lipid phosphate phosphatases (LPPs), however, their regulation is not well understood. It has been revealed that LPP3 is structurally different from the other isoforms, found in a uniform distribution across cell types, and is involved within post-Golgi trafficking\(^6\). This suggests its larger role in sphingolipid metabolism. This study addresses our hypothesis by i) *in vitro* identification of anabolism and catabolism of C1P in lung epithelial cells to classify this novel pathway, and ii) *in vitro* analysis aims to explore amount of C1P generated from de novo sphingolipid synthesis.

By selective knockdown of each isoform of CerS, we expect to find the primary isoform responsible for C1P metabolism. Anabolism of C1P will be evaluated by eicosanoid analysis in absence LPP isoforms. C1P generation can occur by an S1P acylase\(^7\), it is suggested isoforms of CerS may harbor this activity. By comparing loss of CerS1 to ASM in lung epithelial cells, it can be identified which pathway C18 Cer commonly derives from, thereby revealing amount of C1P present from limiting ceramide synthesis to sphingomyelin or de novo specific utilizing eicosanoid analysis. ASM and NPC1 are similar in function\(^8\), we aim to determine whether NPC1 plays a role in C1P metabolism. Lastly, exploring the function of SM derived C1P and de novo derived C1P to compare how wound healing differs between these distinct pathways. This is significant because exploiting the metabolism of C1P can help identify new targets for therapeutics, as well as validating this enigmatic yet novel pathway.
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Sphingolipid Metabolism

In 1884, J.L.W. Thudichum discovered an elusive class of lipids within brain tissue, coined the term “sphingolipids” after the enigmatic nature of the Sphinx. Isoforms of ceramide synthases (CerS), each with distinct substrate specificity for fatty acyl chain lengths, yield chain lengths of Cer from precursor sphingolipids. Cer is synthesized in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and moved to the Golgi actively by ceramide transport protein (CERT) or passively by vesicular trafficking. Ceramide kinase (CERK), associated with the cytosolic trans-Golgi network (TGN), phosphorylates Cer to yield C1P. It is unknown which chain length of Cer is preferred by CERT to be processed downstream by CERK, or which chain length of Cer is preferred to be processed downstream by CERK. C1P anabolism and catabolism is also not well understood, and the amount of C1P which derives from the de novo pathway (Fig.1) is unknown. This study aims to address these gaps in knowledge in order to provide a better understanding of C1P metabolism, and how this pathway can be manipulated for inflammation and wound healing.

CerS yields Cer by acylation of precursor sphingolipids. Unlike other CerS isoforms (Table.1), CerS1 has unique regulation, and is known to translocate from the ER to the Golgi in response to stress. Previous studies reveal that in response to variety of different stressors, such as drug treatment and radiation, CerS1 is cleaved by protein kinase C (PKC) in order to translocate to the Golgi.
We hypothesize inflammation causes this stress induced translocation as well, causing this isoform to synthesize robust amount of C18 Cer to yield C1P downstream to accelerate production of eicosanoids. C18 Cer has been shown to have diverse function in stress response, as seen in cancer in chemotherapeutic drug response\textsuperscript{13-14}, Other common chain lengths of Cer function in cell death, such as pro-apoptotic C16 Cer yielded by both CerS5 and CerS6\textsuperscript{15}. CerS5 is detected as the main isoform within lung epithelia\textsuperscript{5}, whereas CerS1 is found throughout cell types in lower levels, but more prominent in neurons\textsuperscript{16}. Although not as abundant as CerS5, preliminary data details absence of CerS1 mediated C18 C1P reveals drastic changes in eicosanoid synthesis (Fig.2), hinting at the different function this isoform has.

Preliminary data reveals CerS1 inhibition shifts the eicosanoid profile within A549 nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cells (Fig.2). This suggests C18-20 Cer, yielded exclusively by CerS1, may be the substrate favored by CERT to be phosphorylated by CERK to yield C1P. Additionally, CerS1 is structurally different from the other isoforms due to the absence of a hox-like domain. Homeobox proteins with this domain function as transcription factors in development\textsuperscript{17}, however, these are missing residues essential for DNA binding\textsuperscript{18}; elucidating a different underlying function for CerS1. It is suggested lipid phosphate phosphatases (LPPs) cause the regression of C1P to Cer after eicosanoid synthesis. LPP3 cycles between the ER and Golgi, alluding to its role in lipid trafficking, but it is unknown how it regulates lipid metabolism\textsuperscript{19}. The role of LPP1 is also explored, due to its proven role in degradation of LPA, which functions in angiogenesis\textsuperscript{20}. The cell requires a delicate balance of sphingolipids, to prevent accumulation of sphingomyelin (SM), it is broken down to Cer via ASM, yielding Cer from a different pathway: the SM
cycle. It is known that increased C1P levels can inhibit ASM activity by Orm sensors\textsuperscript{21}. Additionally, Niemann Pick Type C protein-1 (NPC1) is known to be similar in function to ASM\textsuperscript{22}, absence of either results in lysosomal storage disease\textsuperscript{23}. It is unknown whether NPC1 plays a role in C1P metabolism. Modulating this relationship, we can assess the total amount of C1P which derives from the de novo pathway.

**Ceramide 1-Phosphate**

C1P activity is abated by ASM or breakdown by LPPs. Absence of ASM prevents formation of ceramides, resulting in inhibition of apoptosis by exacerbated C1P activity\textsuperscript{24}. Inhibition of ASM may provide insight on the amount of C1P derived from the de novo pathway exclusively, further detailing the biological function of distinct chain lengths of C1P. LPPs are expressed on internal membranes and dephosphorylate a variety of lipid phosphates, including C1P. Each isoform has their own distinct function, however the primary isoform which yields C1P is unknown. Unlike other isoforms, LPP3 has an arginine-glycine-aspartate (RGD) recognition motif, which enables interaction with integrins at membranes\textsuperscript{25}. LPP3 has been observed to traffic between the Golgi and ER, which elucidates its role in catabolism of bioactive inflammatory lipids\textsuperscript{19}. Additionally, NPC1 functions in lipid trafficking, inhibition results in a phenotype similar to lack of ASM due to accumulation of precursor lipids and subsequent ablation of lipids within ER and Golgi\textsuperscript{26}. Delving into this protein may provide insight on how this lysosomal storage disease affects C1P metabolism, and if this is consistent with ASM deficiency, how modification of these metabolites may serve to improve quality of life with those suffering from this rare, genetic disorder\textsuperscript{27}. 
Eicosanoid Metabolism

Yearly, 1.7 million Americans develop sepsis, and 1 in 3 patients who die in a hospital is due to sepsis\textsuperscript{28}. Sepsis is the result of an adverse host response to infection, resulting in the immune system working in overdrive. Eicosanoids are a bioactive class of lipids which function as inflammatory mediators, beginning with the initial rate limiting step of arachidonic acid (AA) (Fig.3) formation by activation of group IVA cytosolic PLA\textsubscript{2} (cPLA\textsubscript{2}\textalpha)\textsuperscript{29}. Previous work in our lab reveals that eicosanoid biosynthesis is modulated by C1P (ceramide 1-phosphate), which directly activates cPLA\textsubscript{2}\textalpha by interacting with the C2/calcium dependent lipid binding (CaLB) domain, thereby decreasing the dissociation rate of this enzyme from phosphatidylcholine (PC) rich membranes\textsuperscript{11}.

Inflammatory agonists, such as ATP and cytokines, cause activation and subsequent translocation of cPLA2\textalpha by association with membranes in a Ca2+ dependent manner by C2/CALB domain\textsuperscript{30}. The mechanism of eicosanoid synthesis starts with arachidonic acid (AA), the rate limiting step\textsuperscript{31}. Previous work in our laboratory has revealed C1P as a cofactor in eicosanoid synthesis by activating cPLA2\textalpha (Fig.4) by using naturally occurring C16 and C18:1 C1P\textsuperscript{30}. However, is not well studied if different chain lengths of C1P have distinct biological effects. Currently, only one drug on the market exploits this pathway to produce an anti-inflammatory response: aspirin. By selective acetylation of cyclooxygenase-1 (COX-1) at Ser-530, prostaglandin synthesis can be inhibited\textsuperscript{32}. Recent studies suggest aspirin binding with cPLA2\textalpha causes this anti-inflammatory effect\textsuperscript{33}, elucidating potential upstream targets to combat inflammation. Delving into the specific enzymes responsible for anabolism and catabolism of C1P may
provide insight on clinical targets to impede sepsis and modulate the wound healing response.

**Clinical Relevance**

In recent years, the field of lipidomics has flourished, unearthing their effects on inflammation, cancer, pre-eclampsia, neurological diseases and sepsis\(^3\). Sepsis can occur from viral, fungal, or bacterial infection. In 2017, it was found that almost 20% of all global deaths were sepsis-related\(^5\). There is no specific treatment, but rather management of symptoms, infection, and organ support\(^6\). Sepsis also places heavy burden on patient expenses and hospital resources, when comparing admission of all other disease states, the price of managing sepsis in U.S hospitals is the highest. Additionally, the average length of stay for septic patients has a 75% greater duration than most conditions\(^6\). Methods to identify early biomarkers of sepsis, or by targeting enzymes involved in creation of inflammatory mediators, may prove useful for reducing the burden and severity of sepsis in the U.S.

**Hypothesis**

Inflammatory C1P anabolism occurs from CerS1 while catabolism occurs due to LPP3 specifically and modulating these upstream enzymes may change the rate of wound healing. The role of ASM serves to compensate for lack of CerS, and in this enzyme’s absence, which reveals the amount of C1P from the de novo pathway.
Significance

Successful completion of SAs will improve our understanding of C1P metabolism, specifically how and where C1P is created and its fate postproduction of eicosanoids by catabolic enzymes. Exploring the specific function and relationship between these enzymes may reveal potential therapeutic targets for combatting sepsis. Wound healing rates can be potentially altered by modulating upstream enzymes of C1P. This will benefit the quickly growing field of lipidomics, delineating the mechanism and role of C1P in wound healing and inflammation. We address our hypothesis using in vitro analysis with two distinct lung epithelial cells, A549s and HBEC3-KT, to study C1P metabolism and effects on inflammation. Cells from the airway epithelium play a large roll in innate immunity, inflammation and tissue remodeling\textsuperscript{37}, which makes them reliable models for studying C1P metabolism in inflammation. Exploring C1P metabolism may reveal potent, upstream targets for inflammatory therapeutics, as well as expanding the growing field of lipidomics.

Research Aims

R1) Identify the enzymes and metabolic processes in which anabolism and catabolism of C1P occurs in vitro.

R2) In vitro analysis to determine the amount of C1P from the de novo pathway
Table 1: Isoforms of ceramide synthase (CerS)
Substrate specificity for each isoform of ceramide synthase (CerS), which yields corresponding chain lengths of ceramide (Cer).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ceramide synthase</th>
<th>Acyl chain length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CerS1</td>
<td>C18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CerS2</td>
<td>C22-C26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CerS3</td>
<td>C22-C26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CerS4</td>
<td>C18-C20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CerS5</td>
<td>C16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CerS6</td>
<td>C14-C16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: De novo pathway of ceramide formation
General characteristics for each metabolite are outlined. Enzymes responsible for anabolism and catabolism are highlighted in orange and green, respectively. Pro-apoptotic lipids are indicated in blue while pro-inflammatory lipids are red.

Figure 2: Preliminary data
Upon loss of CerS via two different targeting siRNAs, eicosanoid analysis of cell media in A549 cells reveal drastic changes in prostaglandin synthesis, which function as downstream inflammatory mediators (P value ****≤ 0.0001 ***≤ 0.001 **≤ 0.01).
Figure 3 The rate limiting step
Arachidonic acid yields a variety of inflammatory mediators, each play an essential role within the wound healing process.

Figure 4 C1P and cPLA2α interaction
The relationship between C1P and cPLA2α serves as the crucial link in eicosanoid synthesis. Hydrolysis of PC by cPLA2α produces AA, metabolites of this rate limiting step include prostaglandins, which are responsible for a variety of inflammatory responses. (Adapted from Chalfant Lab – Hoeferlin et al., 2017)
CHAPTER TWO: ANABOLISM AND CATABOLISM OF C1P

Abstract

Six isoforms of ceramide synthase (CerS) yields ceramide (Cer) from precursor sphingolipids. Preliminary studies reveal some isoforms have more of an effect on sphingolipid and eicosanoid metabolism than others. The differences in these effects are due to the chain lengths of Cer each isoform yields (Table 1), as well as the tissue types these isoforms are prominently found in. For example, CerS3 yields very long chain lengths of Cer in low levels, specific to tissues in the testes and epidermis. In absence of CerS1 specifically, which yields C18 Cer, we notice large changes in lipid metabolism in preliminary data; specifically, absence of the inflammatory mediators: prostaglandins (Fig.2). This provides insight that C1P primarily arises from the de novo pathway of Cer formation, which will be explored further in the next chapter. Catabolism of C1P is largely undiscovered, it is suggested isoforms of LPP are responsible for this, LPP3 is a potential candidate due to its role in cellular trafficking. By analyzing protein levels of each LPP isoform in overabundance of precursor substrate C1P, we can uncover which isoform is primarily responsible for conversion of C1P back to Cer. By distinguishing which isoform of LPP is responsible, we can explore potential therapeutics for sepsis, target its expression to modulate wound healing and inflammation.

The goal of this chapter is to test the hypothesis that de novo creation of C1P derives from formation of ceramide by ceramide synthase 1, and C1P catabolism
is mediated by lipid phosphate phosphatase 3 specifically. To address this hypothesis, we use *in vitro* analysis of both A549s and HBEC3-KTs to determine the novel mechanisms of C1P metabolism. Inflammation and proliferation are characteristic for C1P, we compare and contrast these lung epithelial cell lines due to their role in the immune and inflammatory response\textsuperscript{40}, revealing the effects of the enzymes responsible for catabolism and anabolism of this inflammatory mediator. Additionally, use of HBEC3-KTs establish baseline levels of sphingolipid and eicosanoid metabolism, we may observe differences in lipid metabolism due to the nature of lung cancer cells.

**Introduction**

In order to determine if CerS1 yields the substrate of Cer preferred by CERK to yield C1P, siRNA knockdown of each isoform will be performed. Absence of each individual isoform reveals different results depending upon the chain lengths yielded. Protein analysis by western blotting with corresponding antibodies to each isoform of CerS will be executed to confirm knockdown was successful. Use of non-targeting siRNA as our negative control will provide the underlying level of sphingolipid and eicosanoid expression. Fumonisin B1 (FB1) is a mycotoxin known to inhibit production of Cer\textsuperscript{41,42}, this drug treatment will serve as our positive control to assess changes when all isoforms are inhibited. By using both A549s and HBEC3-KTs, we can observe these effects in lipid metabolism and inflammation on lung epithelial cells. After harvesting both cell lines with
metabolism, specifically downstream eicosanoids involved in the inflammatory process (Fig.5). Some sphingolipids, such as S1P, are found in low levels throughout the cell\(^43\). To provide an easier readable format for analysis, this data is converted to fold change to the control. Isoforms downregulated by siRNA knockdown and drug treatments will reveal absence of corresponding chain lengths of Cer, as well as provide insight on how the cell compensates for this loss by elevating other levels of sphingolipids and eicosanoids.

There are three isoforms of LPP\(^44\), but which isoform that converts C1P to Cer specifically is unknown (Fig.6). By observing these metabolites, we can deduce which isoform is primarily responsible for yielding Cer by examining drastic decreases in our isoform of interest when its substrate is missing. When viewing analysis of eicosanoids, we anticipate the effects of unregulated generation of C1P, an increase in eicosanoid synthesis due to our candidate LPP3 due to an increase in substrate C1P levels.

S1P is a known substrate for C1P generation, however the identity of this enzyme is unknown\(^45-46\). This will be assessed by harvesting cells treated with CerS inhibitor FB1 (Cayman Chemical). Our control will be cells treated with DMSO, the solvent used to dissolve FB1. In order to quantify the amount of C1P, cells will be harvested and media conserved for eicosanoid analysis utilizing aforementioned tandem HPLC/MS. Chain lengths of C1P yielded by other isoforms in absence of CerS1 will be assessed by integrating spectrograph lipid data (pmol/100,000 cells). By observing C1P levels in cells with CerS inhibition, we can conclude whether these synthases can yield C1P from S1P, and if this is specific to a particular isoform.
Materials and Methods

Cancer Cell Lines and Media

The non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cell line A459 and immortalized human bronchial epithelial primary cells (HBEC3-KT) infected with human telomerase (hTERT) and cyclin dependent kinase 4 (CDK4) (purchased from American Type Culture Collection, ATCC) (Appendix A) were cultured in DMEM (A549; Gibco) or Airway Epithelial Cell Basal Medium and Bronchial Epithelial Cell Growth Kit (HBEC3-KT; Thermofisher). DMEM was supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco). Cell lines were maintained in an incubator at 37°C with 95% air and 5% CO2. Cells were nourished at 80% confluency. For each cell line, subsequent analysis was performed within the first 10 passages. Prior to harvesting cells for lipid and protein analysis, all samples were rested for 24 hours in DMEM (Gibco) with 2% serum and 1% antibiotic to reduce the adverse effects of serum growth factors on eicosanoid and sphingolipid production.

Protein Extraction and Western Blot Analysis

Cells were harvested on ice in PBS (Gibco), spun down in a microcentrifuge (Sorvall Legend Micro 21R Centrifuge, Thermofisher) at 3.5 RPM for 5 minutes to remove supernatant. Prior to sonication, samples were resuspended in CellLytic lysis regent with 1% protease phosphatase inhibitor (Sigma Aldrich). To decrease viscosity, samples were spun down again. Amount of protein was then quantified using Bradford Protein Assay according to manufacturer's instruction (Bio-Rad).
Samples were prepared for western blot analysis by addition of equal amounts 2x laemmli buffer with 5% beta-mercaptoethanol (Bio-Rad). Samples were then heated at 100 C for 5 minutes, then 15 ug of protein was run on 10% polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad) using a PowerPac (Bio-Rad) at 30 mV for 15 minutes and 100 mV for 1.5 hours. Protein was transferred to PVDF membranes using a wet transfer technique according the manufacturer’s instructions (Bio-Rad).

Membranes were blocked in 3% nonfat milk in TBST (Bio-Rad) for 1 hour, then blocked overnight at 4 C in primary antibodies outlined in the Reagents and Antibodies section. Milk was discarded and membranes were washed in TBST for an hour in 15-minute intervals, then blocked in anti-host secondary antibodies for an additional hour. After discarding milk, a two-hour TBST wash step took place, then membranes were imaged using chemiluminescent HRP substrates (Bio-Rad). Images of protein blots were saved and quantified on Image Lab Software (Bio-Rad), gene silencing was assessed after normalizing protein expression to loading controls.

RNAi Transfection

Lung epithelial cell lines were seeded at confluence of 1.5 x 10^5 cells per well within 6-well plates. 24 hours later, cells were transfected with RNAi (non-targeting control or gene silencing siRNA), with premade sequences. Before addition to cells, RNAi reagents were rested in Dharmafect 2 (Horizon Discovery) for 20 minutes. A stock concentration of 100 uM siRNA in water was diluted to 25nM final concentration in 2% serum media.
**Drug Treatment**

Seeded at 3.0 x 10^5 cells per well in a 6-well plate, lung epithelial cells were grown over a 24 hour period. Drug treatment by 50 uM FB1 (Cayman Chemical) or 70 uM desipramine hydrochloride (Sigma Aldrich) were applied to cells in 2% serum media. Controls included cells treated with solvent drug was resuspended in, DMSO (Dharmacon). After appropriate drug treatment duration, cells were harvested, and media was conserved for successive analysis.

**Sphingolipid Extraction**

In 6-well plates, lung epithelial cells were harvested in PBS (Gibco), centrifuged and supernatant was removed. Before extraction, samples were temporarily stored at -80 C. Utilizing monophase bligh dry extraction, cell pellets were vortexed in LC/MS grade water optima (Thermofisher). Internal standard was added to each sample vial, vortexed and sonicated to break apart pellets. 2:1 ratio of LC/MS grade methanol to chloroform (Thermofisher) was added, cells were sonicated individually and placed in a 48 C water bath shaker (Precision SWB15, Thermofisher) for 6 hours at 30 RPM. Samples were sonicated prior to centrifugation for 10 min at 4,000 RPM. Organic solvent was transferred to a glass vial and dried down for 2.5 hours (Savant SPD2010 Speedvac Concentrator, Thermofisher). 500uL methanol was added to each sample, sonicated the spun down at 4,000 RPM for 1 minute. Aqueous layer was then transferred to autosampler vials for HPLC-MS analysis.
Eicosanoid Extraction

Media from 6-well plates were aliquoted and temporarily saved at -80°C for subsequent analysis using solid phase affinity chromatography. Media was thawed and each sample was prepped for extraction by addition of 100 μL methanol, 5 μL acetic acid, and 20 μL internal standard per mL of media (LC/MS grade, Thermofisher). In a vacuum manifold filter chamber (Agilent Technologies), filter columns were washed by adding 2 mL of methanol, then 2 mL of water (Thermofisher), then sample. To collect misnomer lipids, remaining sample was resuspended in 5% methanol and applied to filter columns. Wash tubes (Falcon) were discarded, and eicosanoids were collected by applied 2 mL isopropanol (Thermofisher). Samples were then dried down for 5 hours (Savant SPD2010 Speedvac Concentrator, Thermofisher), then redissolved in 50:50 ethanol and water (LC/MS grade, Thermofisher). After vortexing, samples were centrifuged at 5,000 RPM for 15 minutes, then transferred to autosampler vials for HPLC-MS analysis.

HPLC-MS

Using tandem High-Performance Lipid Chromatography and Mass Spectometry and a C18 column (Kinetex), a 14 minute reverse phase LC method was utilized for eicosanoid separation at 50°C with a 200 μL/minute flow rate. Prior to the sample run, column equilibration was accomplished for 10 minutes with 100% Solvent A, a 40:60:0.02 ratio of acetonitrile, water and formic acid (Thermofischer). 10 μL of each sample was injected per run. Within the first minute, 100% Solvent A was used for elution. In a linear gradient, amount of Solvent B- composed of 50:50:0.02 acetonitrile, isopropanol, and formic acid- was increased in a temporal manner by increments of 15%. Towards the end
of the run, Solvent B was eluted at 100%. Eicosanoid analytes were quantified by tandem quadrupole mass spectrometer (SciEx Selection). In negative-ion mode, multiple-reaction monitoring of eicosanoids was accomplished using parent ions, which were then fragmented in the collision cell, which yielded product ions of our analytes of interest. These quantitative results were assessed using Quantitation Wizard (Analyst Software, SciEx), then exported for normalization and statistical analysis on Excel (Microsoft Office).

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistically significant data is defined by a p-value equal to or less than 0.05, each value outlined as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Biostatistics analysis utilized either R or GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad Prism Software). For comparisons between multiple samples, ANOVA with Tukey post-test were used for subsequent analysis.

**Reagent and Antibodies**

To assess gene silencing, SMARTpool siRNA for CerS1, CerS6, LPP1 and LPP3 (Dharmacon) was utilized. For specific isoform functional studies, single variants within specific regions need to be targeted utilizing individual siRNA targeting the open reading frame (ORF) for CerS1 (Sigma Aldrich), CerS6 (ON TARGETplus, Dharmacon), LPP1 (FlexiTube Gene Solution, Qiagen) and LPP3 (ON TARGETplus, Dharmacon). Two out of four individual siRNAs within pool were selected for comparison, both achieving a decrease in at least 50% protein expression.

Western blots were performed utilizing the following antibodies: Our loading control was assessed using anti beta-actin antibody (1:2000, Cell Signaling). To validate gene
silencing, antibodies for CerS6 (1:1000, Santa Cruz), CerS1 (1:500, abcam), LPP1 (1:1000, PPAP2A Polyclonal from Invitrogen), and LPP3 (1:500, VCIP Monoclonal from Thermofischer) were employed. Anti-rabbit and anti-mouse secondary antibodies (1:5000, Cell Signaling) were utilized to reduce appearance of nonspecific proteins.

Results

Anabolism of C1P

The primary constituents involved in anabolism and catabolism of C1P will be unveiled by gene silencing, protein analysis, and identification of analytes via tandem HPLC-MS. To discern which isoform of CerS is responsible for creation of C1P, downregulation of each isoform is required to observe how this impacts sphingolipids and eicosanoids (Fig.7). FB1 has been studied immensely, known to inhibit creation of Cer. This mycotoxin will serve as the baseline for downregulation of all CerS isoforms. Although C14 and C16 Cer are prominent in the cell, we hypothesize C18 Cer plays a larger role in C1P anabolism due to its roles in stress response, which is yielded by CerS1 (Fig.8). We expect that, with absence of CerS1, we will observe absence in C1P mediated characteristics, such as proliferation and inflammation. 5-HETE is an eicosanoid and known inflammatory agonist, loss of CerS1 specifically should reveal widespread loss of this particular eicosanoid, thereby confirming our hypothesis that CerS1 is the enzyme responsible for anabolism of C1P (Fig.9). This is significant because biomarkers and potential therapeutic targets up stream of C1P may be evaluated for clinical use. The importance of CerS1 is substantiated by analysis of CerS6, another isoform which yields shorter chain lengths of Cer. We observe an accumulation of de novo precursor lipid Sa
(Fig.10), and compensation phenomena among the other isoforms by increased long chain lengths of Cer. The effects of phosphorylating these long chain lengths portray a loss in anti- and pro-inflammatory mediators, including AA, DHA and EPA (Fig.11). Prostaglandin synthesis is perturbed, absence of CerS6 has more of an effect on downstream COX eicosanoids than absence of other candidate isoform CerS1, portraying the importance of C16 Cer in the de novo pathway of C1P generation.

_Catabolism of C1P_

It is suggested catabolism of C1P mediated by LPP3 specifically can be confirmed if eicosanoid production is levels increased in absence of this metabolite (Fig.12). This details the mechanisms the cell utilizes to maintain the delicate balance of these lipids, thereby mediating the inflammatory response. Because C1P is prominent in proliferating cells, we expect to see exacerbated differences in metabolism in cancer cells in comparison to noncancerous lung epithelial cells. Without LPP3, C1P synthesis is unregulated, resulting in drastic increases of prostaglandin synthesis and eicosanoids downstream of LOX. Insight into the enigmatic mechanisms of C1P metabolism will reveal how it is created and recycled in the cell, as well as subsequent effects on eicosanoid production (Fig.13). This also elucidates potential targets for drugs combatting inflammation and sepsis. Currently on the market as the highest grossing medication, aspirin, targets cyclooxygenases (COX1/COX2) to alleviate headaches\textsuperscript{32-33}. This is a downstream constituent of C1P mediated eicosanoid metabolism. However, insight into the creation of this pro inflammatory mediator C1P may reveal new upstream drug targets in order to combat inflammation and sepsis.
**S1P as a substrate**

Studies have found an unidentified acylase responsible for yielding C1P using S1P as a substrate\(^\text{50}\). By analyzing S1P levels in lung epithelial cells in absence of CerS isoforms, it can be determined if this is a substrate for CerS mediated C1P synthesis. In cells treated with FB1 (Fig.14), we expect endogenous S1P levels to dip slightly, as SPP-1 can convert S1P to precursor sphingosine\(^\text{51}\). However, with the absence of CerS, we expect to see a buildup of precursor lipids due to lack of Cer generation (Fig.15). C1P levels should remain low due to absence of CerS, but in absence of only one isoform, other isoforms of CerS may compensate for this lack and yield their respective chain lengths of Cer to be phosphorylated downstream\(^\text{52}\). We hypothesize, in absence of isoforms of CerS, S1P levels should increase, due to lack of enzymes to yield C1P. Lack of C1P should reveal drastic changes in eicosanoid production, due to lack of AA synthesis\(^\text{53}\) (Fig.16). As compensation amongst other enzymes is common within lipid synthesis, some eicosanoids may be elevated in attempt to maintain balance within the cell.

**Discussion**

In absence of CerS6, it is observed other isoforms attempt to compensate for this loss by yielding drastic amounts of their respective chain lengths of Cer. If this happens and we see no changes in sphingolipids and eicosanoids, we can determine what effects are taking place by viewing mRNA levels of the other isoforms of CerS. This new approach would explore the compensation phenomena among CerS isoforms by observing mRNA levels when CerS1 is downregulated in the cell, however, limitations include availability of primers for each isoform of CerS.
LPPs play an essential role in the catabolism of C1P\textsuperscript{54}. Without LPP3, eicosanoid analysis unveiled a drastic increase in prostaglandins and other inflammatory mediators. LPP3 is the proposed phosphatase isoform responsible for degradation of C1P, and without its activity, eicosanoid production persists in an unregulated fashion.

S1P may serve as a potential substrate for CerS mediated C1P synthesis\textsuperscript{55-56}, however, results reveal a decrease in S1P levels. This could be due to activity of sphingosine kinase (SphK), as the cell attempts to compensate for lack Cer generation by accumulation of So. Perhaps another enzyme is responsible for acylation of S1P to yield C1P, such as acid sphingomyelinase\textsuperscript{57-58}.

**Figures**

Figure 5 Eicosanoid synthesis
Eicosanoid biosynthesis by C1P-cPLA\textsubscript{2a} interaction yields pro-inflammatory mediators, indicated in red, downstream of AA. Additionally, this interaction plays an essential role in mitigating the inflammatory response. Downstream of DHA and EPA, anti-inflammatory mediators are indicated in green.
Sphingolipid synthesis

Ceramide is produced in the cell in three ways: de novo pathway by condensation of palmitate derivative palmitoyl coenzyme A (CoA) and serine, salvaged by the re-acylation of sphingosine, or by reduction of dihydro-ceramide (DH-Ceramide) by dihydroceramide desaturase (DES).

Figure 6 Sphingolipid synthesis
Ceramide is produced in the cell in three ways: de novo pathway by condensation of palmitate derivative palmitoyl coenzyme A (CoA) and serine, salvaged by the re-acylation of sphingosine, or by reduction of dihydro-ceramide (DH-Ceramide) by dihydroceramide desaturase (DES).

Figure 7 Protein analysis of CerS downregulation
Results confirming decreased protein expression of CerS isoforms essential to C1P synthesis (n=6)
Figure 8 CerS1 sphingolipid analysis
Heatmap illustrating widespread loss of sphingolipids due to absence of CerS1. Statistically significant loss of sphingolipids is elaborated upon using box and whisker plots.
Figure 9 CerS1 eicosanoid analysis
In absence of this particular isoform, downstream inflammatory mediators are mitigated. To compensate for this loss, other isoforms synthesize other eicosanoids to maintain balance in cell metabolism.
Figure 10 CerS6 sphingolipid analysis
In absence of CerS6, decline in sphingolipid synthesis is portrayed via heatmap. Loss of statistically significant sphingolipids are conveyed by box and whisker plots.
Figure 11 CerS6 eicosanoid analysis
Loss of CerS6 portrays a decrease in inflammatory mediators, general characteristics are shown in a heatmap, specific eicosanoids are elaborated upon by box and whisker plots.
Figure 12 LPP3 protein analysis
Two different individual siRNAs revealed loss of LPP3 expression by over 50%.

Figure 13 LPP3 eicosanoid analysis
Loss of LPP3 portrays drastic increases in eicosanoid synthesis, due to dysregulation of C1P synthesis.
Figure 14 FB1 protein analysis
FB1 treated cells (50 uM for 1 hour) reveals loss of CerS isoforms, protein expression was reduced by over 50%.

Figure 15 FB1 sphingolipid analysis
When isoforms of CerS are inhibited, accumulation of precursor sphingolipids occurs, resulting in a metabolic imbalance, which is then substantiated in eicosanoid analysis.
In absence of specific isoforms of CerS, anabolism of C1P is inhibited. A compensation phenomenon occurs amongst the other isoforms, as an attempt to make up for the lack of this essential lipid in maintaining cellular balance. Loss of all isoforms of CerS hinders the de novo creation of C1P, thereby perturbing downstream eicosanoids.
Figure 16 Proposed sphingolipid mechanism

In absence of specific isoforms of CerS, anabolism of C1P is inhibited. A compensation phenomenon occurs amongst the other isoforms, as an attempt to make up for the lack of this essential lipid in maintaining cellular balance. Loss of all isoforms of CerS hinders the de novo creation of C1P, thereby perturbing downstream eicosanoids.

Figure 17 Proposed eicosanoid mechanism

Loss of specific isoforms reveals changes in eicosanoid synthesis, revealing that specific chain lengths of C1P have varying functions in the inflammatory response. Loss of all isoforms using the mycotoxin FB1 portrays similar results to loss of only CerS6, uncovering the important role this isoform plays in creation of C1P.
CHAPTER THREE: DETERMINE THE AMOUNT OF C1P FROM THE DE NOVO PATHWAY

Abstract

The dynamic process of wound healing is characterized by four phases: hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation and remodeling\textsuperscript{59}. Hemostasis consists of clotting factors, which function to constrict vasculature, thereby decrease bleeding\textsuperscript{60}. The wound progresses to the inflammatory phase, which encompasses vasodilation, vascular permeability, and migration of neutrophils and macrophages\textsuperscript{61-62}. Once foreign material is expelled, proliferation ensues, wound closure is initiated by fibroblast and keratinocyte migration\textsuperscript{63}. Finally, a new epithelial layer is formed, and cross linkage of collagen occurs, resulting in a healed wound with \textasciitilde 80\% of original tissue strength\textsuperscript{64-65}. Previous work in our lab emphasizes the importance of eicosanoids in wound healing and the role lipids play as potential therapeutics\textsuperscript{66}. The interaction between cPLA\textsubscript{2α} and C1P is essential for eicosanoid synthesis, but how does upstream sphingolipid synthesis effect C1P creation? The goal of this chapter is to **discern if C1P from different pathways have distinct function, and to quantify the amount of C1P which derives from the de novo pathway.** The total amount of C1P which derives from de novo is unknown, as ASM is able to convert SM to Cer for downstream phosphorylation to yield C1P\textsuperscript{11}. Further exploration of ASM is required to reveal the total amount of Cer that derives from SM, and whether this pathway of Cer formation is utilized by CERK to yield C1P. NPC1 is similar in function to ASM, both serve to break down precursor lipids and trafficked from
the ER to Golgi\textsuperscript{67}. In absence of NPC1, we explore whether this has similar effects as absence of ASM in sphingolipid metabolism, and whether this protein plays a role in C1P metabolism. Delving into the different pathways of C1P generation, whether de novo generated C1P is preferred for cPLA\textsubscript{2a} interaction and downstream inflammatory processes is unknown. Additionally, examining C1P derived from ASM in comparison to CerS may reveal distinct functions, such as optimal wound healing.

\textbf{Introduction}

ASM is known to create Cer from SM, but it is unknown the amount of C1P which derives from each pathway, respectively. To test this, drug treatments will be used to eliminate respective enzymes from HBEC3-KTs and A549s. Elimination of de novo CerS using FB1 treatment while elimination of ASM will be accomplished by desipramine treatment\textsuperscript{68}. Our negative controls for HBEC3-KTs and A549s will be cells treated with the solvent the drug was dissolved in, DMSO. If SM cycle catalyzer ASM is inhibited, then SM specific anabolism of C1P will be absent, then we can determine the total amount of C1P which derives from the de novo pathway (\textbf{Fig.5}). Grouped analysis will be assessed in SPSS to determine the statistical significance between these variables by using a 2-way ANOVA.

NPC1 is a large transmembrane protein found on the membranes of late endosomes, known for cholesterol trafficking (\textbf{Fig.19}). The function of this lysosomal protein is largely uncovered, it is suggested to play a role in transporting multiple substrates by cholesterol regulation\textsuperscript{23}. ASM is known to generate Cer from SM (\textbf{Fig.5}), also a required step for cholesterol secretion from late endosomal compartments\textsuperscript{22}. To address this, A549s and
HBEC3-KTs will be incubated (300,000 cells per 10 cm dish) transfected with individual siRNA for NPC1 while negative controls will be cells transfected with nontargeting siRNA. Determining the function of NPC in sphingolipid and eicosanoid synthesis will be accomplished utilizing aforementioned extraction process from cell pellets and media with subsequent HPLC/MS analysis. In absence of NPC, we can determine the role it plays in C1P generation by examining sphingolipids and eicosanoids, as well as compare its function to that of ASM.

To determine which pathway generates C1P primarily involved in the inflammatory response, scratch assay will be performed in lung epithelial cells lacking either ASM or CerS. Both cell lines will be incubated (100,000 cells per well on 24-well plate) overnight and treated with respective inhibitors in 2% FBS to serum starve, FB1 (Cayman Chemical, treat 10 uM for 4 hours) for CerS depletion and desipramine treatment (Cayman Chemical, treat 30 uM for 1 hour) for ASM depletion. Using pipette tips to induce mechanical trauma, cells will be monitored for migration in either de novo specific or SM specific synthesis of C1P over a 24-hour time lapse via microscopy (Keyence). Wound healing will be assessed as a migration ratio for each condition, quantified by taking the area immediately following the scratch and the area of the scratch at each respective time point. In order to determine the metabolomic effects of downstream moieties, media for each condition will be saved and extracted for eicosanoid synthesis to determine specific eicosanoids yielded from each pathway.
Materials and Methods

Cancer Cell Lines and Media

The non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cell line A459 and immortalized human bronchial epithelial primary cells (HBEC3-KT) infected with human telomerase (hTERT) and cyclin dependent kinase 4 (CDK4) (purchased from American Type Culture Collection, ATCC) were cultured in DMEM (A549; Gibco) or Airway Epithelial Cell Basal Medium and Bronchial Epithelial Cell Growth Kit (HBEC3-KT; Thermofisher). DMEM was supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco). Cell lines were maintained in an incubator at 37°C with 95% air and 5% CO2. Cells were nourished at 80% confluency. For each cell line, subsequent analysis was performed within the first 10 passages. Prior to harvesting cells for lipid and protein analysis, all samples were rested for 24 hours in DMEM (Gibco) with 2% serum and 1% antibiotic to reduce the adverse effects of serum growth factors on eicosanoid and sphingolipid production.

Protein Extraction and Western Blot Analysis

Cells were harvested on ice in PBS (Gibco), spun down in a microcentrifuge (Sorvall Legend Micro 21R Centrifuge, Thermofisher) at 3.5 RPM for 5 minutes to remove supernatant. Prior to sonication, samples were resuspended in CellLytic lysis regent with 1% protease phosphatase inhibitor (Sigma Aldrich). To decrease viscosity, samples were spun down again. Amount of protein was then quantified using Bradford Protein Assay according to manufacturer's instruction (Bio-Rad).
Samples were prepared for western blot analysis by addition of equal amounts 2x laemmli buffer with 5% beta-mercaptoethanol (Bio-Rad). Samples were then heated at 100 C for 5 minutes, then 15 ug of protein was run on 10% polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad) using a PowerPac (Bio-Rad) at 30 mV for 15 minutes and 100 mV for 1.5 hours. Protein was transferred to PVDF membranes using a wet transfer technique according the manufacturer’s instructions (Bio-Rad).

Membranes were blocked in 3% nonfat milk in TBST (Bio-Rad) for 1 hour, then blocked overnight at 4 C in primary antibodies outlined in the Reagents and Antibodies section. Milk was discarded and membranes were washed in TBST for an hour in 15-minute intervals, then blocked in anti-host secondary antibodies for an additional hour. After discarding milk, a two-hour TBST wash step took place, then membranes were imaged using chemiluminescent HRP substrates (Bio-Rad). Images of protein blots were saved and quantified on Image Lab Software (Bio-Rad), gene silencing was assessed after normalizing protein expression to loading controls.

**Drug Treatment**

Seeded at 3.0 x 10⁵ cells per well in a 6-well plate, lung epithelial cells were grown over a 24 hour period. Drug treatment by 50 uM FB1 (Cayman Chemical) or 70 uM desipramine hydrochloride (Sigma Aldrich) were applied to cells in 2% serum media. Controls included cells treated with solvent drug was resuspended in, DMSO (Dharmacon). After appropriate drug treatment duration, cells were harvested, and media was conserved for successive analysis.
Sphingolipid Extraction

In 6-well plates, lung epithelial cells were harvested in PBS (Gibco), centrifuged and supernatant was removed. Before extraction, samples were temporarily stored at -80 C. Utilizing monophase bligh dry extraction, cell pellets were vortexed in LC/MS grade water optima (Thermofisher). Internal standard was added to each sample vial, vortexed and sonicated to break apart pellets. 2:1 ratio of LC/MS grade methanol to chloroform (Thermofisher) was added, cells were sonicated individually and placed in a 48 C water bath shaker (Precision SWB15, Thermofisher) for 6 hours at 30 RPM. Samples were sonicated prior to centrifugation for 10 min at 4,000 RPM. Organic solvent was transferred to a glass vial and dried down for 2.5 hours (Savant SPD2010 Speedvac Concentrator, Thermofisher). 500uL methanol was added to each sample, sonicated the spun down at 4,000 RPM for 1 minute. Aqueous layer was then transferred to autosampler vials for HPLC-MS analysis.

Eicosanoid Extraction

Media from 6-well plates were aliquoted and temporarily saved at -80 C for subsequent analysis using solid phase affinity chromatography. Media was thawed and each sample was prepped for extraction by addition of 100uL methanol, 5uL acetic acid, and 20uL internal standard per mL of media (LC/MS grade, Thermofisher). In a vacuum manifold filter chamber (Agilent Technologies), filter columns were washed by adding 2 mL of methanol, then 2 mL of water (Thermofisher), then sample. To collect misnomer lipids, remaining sample was resuspended in 5% methanol and applied to filter columns. Wash tubes (Falcon) were discarded, and eicosanoids were collected by applied 2 mL.
isopropanol (Thermofisher). Samples were then dried down for 5 hours (Savant SPD2010 Speedvac Concentrator, Thermofisher), then redissolved in 50:50 ethanol and water (LC/MS grade, Thermofisher). After vortexing, samples were centrifuged at 5,000 RPM for 15 minutes, then transferred to autosampler vials for HPLC-MS analysis.

**HPLC-MS**

Using a C18 column (Kinetex), a 14 minute reverse phase LC method was utilized for eicosanoid separation at 50 C with a 200 uL/minute flow rate. Prior to the sample run, column equilibration was accomplished for 10 minutes with 100% Solvent A, a 40:60:0.02 ratio of acetonitrile, water and formic acid (Thermofischer). 10 uL of each sample was injected per run. Within the first minute, 100% Solvent A was used for elution. In a linear gradient, amount of Solvent B- composed of 50:50:0.02 acetonitrile, isopropanol, and formic acid- was increased in a temporal manner by increments of 15%. Towards the end of the run, Solvent B was eluted at 100%. Eicosanoid analytes were quantified by tandem quadrupole mass spectrometer (SciEx Selection). In negative-ion mode, multiple-reaction monitoring of eicosanoids was accomplished using parent ions, which were then fragmented in the collision cell, which yielded product ions of our analytes of interest. These quantitative results were assessed using Quantitation Wizard (Analyst Software, SciEx), then exported for normalization and statistical analysis on Excel (Microsoft Office).

**Wound Healing Assay**

Lung epithelial cell lines were seeded at confluency of $1.5 \times 10^5$ cells per well within 24-well plates. 24 hours later, cells were treated as according to previously stated drug
treatment methods. Mechanical trauma was induced by producing a scratch with a 20uL pipette tip along the diameter of each well. Nonadherent cells were washed with PBS, and placed in an incubation chamber of 5% CO2 for 24 hour live cell imaging (Keyence VHX-6000). 6 cells from each well were tracked, and migration velocity for each was calculated (VW-9000 software).

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistically significant data is defined by a p-value equal to or less than 0.05, each value outlined as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Biostatistics analysis utilized either R or GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad Prism Software). For comparisons between multiple samples, ANOVA with Tukey post-test were used for subsequent analysis.

**Reagent and Antibodies**

To assess gene silencing, SMARTpool siRNA for CerS1, CerS6, LPP1 and LPP3 (Dharmacon) was utilized. For specific isoform functional studies, single variants within specific regions need to be targeted utilizing individual siRNA targeting the open reading frame (ORF) for CerS1 (Sigma Aldrich), CerS6 (ON TARGETplus, Dharmacon), LPP1 (FlexiTube Gene Solution, Qiagen) and LPP3 (ON TARGETplus, Dharmacon). Two out of four individual siRNAs within pool were selected for comparison, both achieving a decrease in at least 50% protein expression.

Western blots were performed utilizing the following antibodies: Our loading control was assessed using anti beta-actin antibody (1:2000, Cell Signaling). To validate gene silencing, antibodies for CerS6 (1:1000, Santa Cruz), CerS1 (1:500, abcam), ASM
(1:1000, Invitrogen), and NPC1 (1:100, Novus) were employed. Anti-rabbit and anti-mouse secondary antibodies (1:5000, Cell Signaling) were utilized to reduce appearance of nonspecific proteins.

**Results**

*Effects of de novo C1P generation*

ASM is known to create Cer from SM, however, it is unknown the amount of C1P which derives from each respective pathway. In order to determine if CerS or ASM mediated Cer generation is the primary mode of C1P synthesis, eicosanoid analysis will be utilized. By accomplishing decreased expression of ASM (Fig.20) and observing changes in eicosanoid synthesis, it can be deduced which pathway plays a larger role in the inflammation and subsequent eicosanoid generation. A decrease in prostaglandin synthesis due to accumulation of AA is observed in ASM absent cells (Fig.21). In absence of CerS isoforms, profound loss in eicosanoids are recorded due lack of AA generation. Some eicosanoids are salvage pathway specific, as an accumulation of PGF2\(\alpha\) is observed, portraying this specific prostaglandin is derived from SM synthesis of C1P.

*Role of NPC in C1P regulation*

NPC1 is largely involved in cholesterol trafficking, but its role in sphingolipid metabolism is unknown. By knock down of this lysosomal protein (Fig.22), we expect a similar phenotype to loss of ASM. This includes accumulation of SM, S1P and precursor sphingolipids, but a lack of Cer and C1P (Fig.23). We expect this will affect downstream eicosanoid synthesis due to unregulated levels of C1P. Lack of NPC1 results in a rare,
genetic, lysosomal storage disease with no cure and a high mortality rate. By unearthing the function of NPC1 in C1P metabolism, it is possible to find targets within sphingolipid biosynthesis for potential targets and therapeutics. Lack of NPC reveals increases in precursor sphingolipids and ceramides, but no increase in C1P production. Eicosanoid production is elevated (Fig.24), similar to lack of LPP3. Because there is no effect on C1P generation, lack of NPC elucidates the relationship between sphingolipid and glycerol synthesis. Without NPC, an accumulation of Cer occurs. SM synthase compensates for this, but rather than increasing SM production, this particular synthase can yield diacylglycerol (DAG) from Cer by donating phosphocholine from phosphotidylcholine (PC) rich membranes. DAG activates PKC, which stimulates an increase in AA production, which explains the substantial increase in eicosanoid synthesis when NPC is absent. NPC plays a regulatory role in the synthesis of glycerol and sphingolipid pathways.

Comparison of wound healing rates

By assessing cells lacking either ASM or CerS, we can determine C1P generation derives from de novo or SM pathway specifically. It is unknown the amount of C1P synthesized from each respective pathway. A wound healing assay can help determine the amount from each pathway, as C1P is largely involved in the inflammatory process (Fig.25). We hypothesize de novo generated C1P will portray increased cell migration in the scratch assay, as this is the canonical pathway for C1P, and absence of CerS results in widespread loss of necessary eicosanoids. In absence of enzymes present in each respective pathway, synthesis of specific prostaglandins may be absent or exacerbated.
due to compensation. This is essential to expanding the field of lipidomics, as the amount of C1P from de novo has never been quantified, and its effects on wound healing elucidates the importance of these upstream enzymes.

Discussion

In ASM absent cells, it is possible no changes in C1P will be observed, elucidating total C1P is derived exclusively from the de novo pathway. To confirm these effects, mRNA levels may need to be examined by qPCR. When comparing the wound healing rates in absence of ASM or CerS, if there is minimal change between these two pathways, then this elucidates the possibility that C1P primarily derives from the salvage pathway, where S1P is the rate limiting step. To evaluate this, the scratch assay will be performed in cells treated with S1P siRNA to determine how this affects wound healing. However, as S1P is a proposed substrate for CerS, these results may skew C1P derived from the de novo pathway.

Future Directions

The purpose of this research project was to examine the elusive yet detrimental C1P, the means of anabolism and catabolism, as well as how the cell compensates for the loss of upstream enzymatic capabilities. As divulged in this study, de novo synthesis of C1P by CerS6 is crucial to creation of basal inflammatory eicosanoids. To explore the effects on 5-HETE synthesis, studies on activated eicosanoid synthesis by agonist treatment may prove to beneficial for delineating C1P inflammatory synthesis. LPP3 plays
a huge regulatory role in de novo catabolism of C1P, delving into the location of LPP3 is essential for determining where C1P is catabolized within the cell, as well as its relationship with transporters outside of the golgi. Additionally, by targeting ASM to look into C1P production, it may be possible to rescue these effects by exogenous C1P treatment, in order to circumvent the effects without SM derived C1P.

Conclusions

De novo synthesis of C1P is imperative to eicosanoid production, as shown in this proposed mechanism (Fig.26) of C1P synthesis. Eicosanoids are vital to inflammation, wound healing, and cellular migration. Lack of regulation of this multifaceted lipid causes loss of crucial mediators in these processes, as seen in loss of CerS isoforms. Loss of salvage pathway enzyme ASM causes mild effects, including loss of PGF2α. Accumulation of arachidonic acid portrays that salvaged Cer generation yields chain lengths of C1P that are not as essential as de novo creation of C1P. Loss of NPC shows how this moiety may play a regulatory role in the relationship between de novo synthesis and glycerol synthesis, affirmed by accumulation of inflammatory eicosanoids. Exploring the specific pathways in regard to sphingolipid metabolism portrays the importance de novo generation of C16 C1P has on downstream processes.
**Figures**

A) Cholesterol metabolism with presence of NPC, cholesterol is esterfied in ER.
B) Cholesterol metabolism in absence of NPC, cholesterol accumulates within endosomes and lysosomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cholesterol</th>
<th>A. Extracellular</th>
<th>Cholesterol</th>
<th>B. Extracellular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early endosome</td>
<td>Late endosome</td>
<td>Early endosome</td>
<td>Late endosome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endoplasmic reticulum</td>
<td>Lysosome</td>
<td>Endoplasmic reticulum</td>
<td>Lysosome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golgi apparatus</td>
<td>Golgi apparatus</td>
<td>Golgi apparatus</td>
<td>Golgi apparatus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 18 NPC metabolism
Differences in the cell with presence (A) and absence (B) of NPC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASM (1:1000) 75 kDa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>180 kDa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130 kDa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 kDa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 kDa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B-Actin (1:2000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55 kDa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 kDa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19 ASM protein analysis
This assay was accomplished in triplicate (n=6), unveiling over 50% decrease in protein expression of ASM, as confirmed by western blot analysis.
Figure 20 ASM eicosanoid analysis
Analysis of media from cells treated with desipramine. Lack of salvage enzyme ASM inhibits synthesis of prostaglandins due to accumulation of C1

Figure 21 NPC protein analysis
Two different individual siRNAs were used in triplicate (n=6), to verify decreased protein expression of NPC. Protein expression was diminished by over 70% for both silencers.
Figure 22 NPC sphingolipid analysis
Absence of NPC reveals accumulation of precursor sphingolipids.
Figure 23 NPC eicosanoid analysis
Lack of NPC results in accumulation of downstream eicosanoids, including pro- and anti-inflammatory mediators.
Cells exposed to control solvent DMSO, FB1, or DES were tracked for 24 hours to determine effects on cell migration (n=4). Migration velocity averages reveal how treatment hinders the ability of the cell to fill in the scratch on each well.

A summary of lipid synthesis and location of metabolites upstream of C1P reveals the importance and regulatory roles of CerS, LPP3, NPC and ASM.

Figure 24 Wound healing assay

Figure 25 Proposed mechanism
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## APPENDIX A: CELL LINES USED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell line:</th>
<th>Description:</th>
<th>Karyotype:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A549</td>
<td>Adenocarcinoma human alveolar basal epithelial cells</td>
<td>Hypotriploid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBEC3-KT</td>
<td>Human epithelial lung bronchial cells</td>
<td>Diploid/tetraploid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>